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Abstract. An intertemporal utility maximization framework is employed to model a
world economy with capital controls. The effects of fiscal policy in such an environment
are examined. Several results emerge concerning the international transmission of fiscal
policy under capital controls and the nature of comovements in macro-economic
aggregates such as output, employment, consumption, and investment. Some of the
paper's other results concern the implications of capital controls for Ricardian
equivalence, the role of financing decisions in the international transmission process
under capital controls, and the effect of capital controls on the magnitude of
fiscal-induced fluctuations throughout the world economy.
Contr6les des mouvementsde capitaux et politiquefiscale dans l'conomie mondiale. Les
auteurs utilisent une approche par la maximisation intertemporelle de l'utilite pour
modeliser une economie mondiale dans laquelle des controles sur les mouvements de
capitaux existent. Ils examinent les effets de la politique fiscale dans un tel contexte. On
tire de ces analyses plusieurs resultats quant i la transmission internationale des effets
de la politique fiscale et quant aux mouvements lies de certains agregats economiques
comme les niveaux de production, d'emploi, de consommation et d'investissement.
Certains autres resultats de cette analyse ont trait aux implications des controles des
mouvements de capitaux sur l1'quivalence ricardienne, au role des decisions de
financement dans le processus international de transmission quand il y a controle des
mouvements de capitaux, et aux effets des controles sur les mouvements de capitaux sur
la magnitude des fluctuations induites A travers l'economie mondiale par la politique
fiscale.
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INTRODUCTION

For quite some time now there has been considerable interest in the channels
through which monetary and fiscal policies enacted in one country are
transmitted to others. Policymakers are concerned with how the policies of
their trading partners influence economic activity in their own country and
with the proper response to these effects should they be deemed undesirable.
During the 1970s most of the attention was focused on the international
transmission of inflation and monetary policy (see, for instance, the papers in
Darby et al., 1983). This was, of course, a consequence of the high rates of
inflation experienced by several of the world's major industrial countries
during this period. In contrast, the 1980s have, to this point, been a decade in
which attention has focused on the international transmission of fiscal policy
in general and budget deficits in particular.
For many years the standard references on the international transmission of
monetary and fiscal policies were variants of Mundell (1968). However, the
concern over u.s. budget deficits in the past few years has prompted renewed
interest in the topic of fiscal policy and the international transmission process
as exemplified by Persson (1982, 1985) and Frenkel and Razin (1985a,b). One
element these papers have in common is the assumption that world capital
markets are fully integrated in the sense that there are no impediments to
international capital flows.
While capital markets have become more integrated in the past few years,
impediments to international capital flows in the form of taxes and quantitative
restrictions continue to be important, and are likely to remain so in the future.
As tables 1 and 2 illustrate, capital controls are highly prevalent in today's
world economy. Of the seven major industrial countries listed in table 1, four
(France, Italy, Japan, and the United Kingdom) had capital controls (i.e.,
quantitative restrictions on capital flows) virtually throughout the entire period
from 1966-82. This does not include taxes levied on international capital flows
such as the u.s. Interest Equalization Tax that was in effect from 1963 to 1973,
or less formal arrangements such as the Voluntary Foreign Credit Restraint
Program the United States had from 1965-74 for the purpose of protecting the
u.s. balance of payments by limiting the acquisition of foreign assets. Table 1
suggests that not only are capital controls an important feature of the economic
landscape, but that the major industrial countries can be divided into two
groups - those that regularly restrict access to world capital markets and those
that allow much freer capital flows. Table 2 confirms this picture for all IMF
member countries. Capital controls existed in 72 per cent of these countries
throughout the entire five-year period from 1978-82, while 19 per cent of these
countries had no capital controls during that period. The figures in table 2
further indicate that in recent years a bit more than three-quarters of all IMF
members have typically had capital controls at any one time.
Given the prevalence of capital controls in the world economy, it is
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TABLE I
Capital controls in seven industrial countries,
1966-82
Years capital
controls in place

Country
Canada
France
Germany
Italy
Japan
United Kingdom
United States
SOURCE:

none
1969-82
none
1967-82
1967-79
1967-79
none

Entries are based on the summary tables at
the back of the IMF'S Annual Report on
Exchange Arrangements and Exchange
Restrictions, 1967-83 issues.

TABLE 2
Capital controls in

IMF

member countries, 1978-82
Per cent
with capital
controls

Per cent
with capital
controls
All fiVe years
Four years
Three years
Two years
One year
No years
SOURCE:

72
3
3
1
2
19

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

77
76
76
78
79

Same as table 1, 1979-83 issues

important to incorporate them rigorously into the discussion of the international transmission process. That is the purpose of this paper. Earlier work by
Morgenstern (1959) on the international propagation of business cycles hints at
the type of economic phenomena that the incorporation of capital controls into
the discussion of the international transmission process may help to explain.
Morgenstern used NBER reference cycle series for France, Germany, the United
Kingdom, and the United States to compare the timing of business cycles
during the periods 1879-1914 and 1919-1932. He found that prior to the First
World War the four countries were in the same phase (expansion or
contraction) during 53.5 per cent of all months, while during the interwar years
the four countries were in the same phase only 35.6 per cent of the time.
Morgenstern attributed the decline of the international business cycle during
the interwar years to 'the effects of World War I' (he is not very specific on
what he means by this), but he went on to argue that a key difference between
the two periods that might account for his results was that autarchic policies,
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especially with respect to capital movements and currency convertibility,
played a more prominent role during the interwar years than ever before.
Although not conclusive evidence on the impact of capital controls on the
international transmission process, Morgenstern's findings are provocative, and
they are indicative of the sorts of results one might hope for when blending
capital controls into a discussion of the international transmission of fiscal
policy as is done here.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. An outline of the basic
environment which is assumed to characterize the world economy is
undertaken in the second section. In the third and fourth sections the
representative agents' decision-rules and the model's world general equilibrium
are presented. The Ricardian equivalence theorem is also discussed. The effects
of domestic and foreign fiscal policies in the presence of capital controls are
examined in the fifth to eighth sections. The importance of government
financing decisions is stressed, and special attention is paid to the comovements in consumption, output, interest rates, and welfare levels that occur
across countries in response to various fiscal shocks. Also, the magnitudes
under capital controls of fiscal induced fluctuations throughout the world are
examined. Some concluding remarks are offered in the final section.
THE WORLD ENVIRONMENT

Imagine a two-country, two-period, single-good world economy in which each
nation is inhabited by a representative agent whose goal is to maximize his
lifetime welfare. Consider the domestic economy first. The representative
agent's sole source of income in period t is derived from the production of a
perishable good, yt, which can be traded on world markets. The production
function is given by yt = wtlt + h(it), where It and it are the amounts of period-t
labour and capital inputs used in production, wt is the marginal product
of labour and h() is a positive, increasing concave function.
The agent has the opportunity to participate on an international bond
market. It is assumed, however, that the domestic government limits the
amount of borrowing that domestic residents can undertake on this market.
That is, there are capital controls in place. In the first period the domestic agent
can purchase or sell real bonds which yield a real return of r. With capital
controls in place, there is no need for the domestic real interest, r, and the
world real interest rate, r*, to be the same. For instance, if the domestic
government is artificially restricting the volume of private sector borrowing on
world markets, the domestic real interest rate would exceed the world rate
because of the induced scarcity of credit. The domestic real interest rate, r, can
be thought of as being constituted by two components. The first is the world
real interest rate, r*. The second is the licensing fee that the domestic
government charges for transactions on world capital markets. It is assumed
that licences are auctioned off competitively, so that the price of a licence to
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issue a one-unit real bond on the international market is (r - r*), a fee that is
paid in the second period. Obviously, then r = r* + (r -- r*).
The individual also has the option of investing domestically in physical
capital. In particular, i units of output invested in the first period yield h(i)
units of period-two output. It is straightforward to show that optimal
first-period investment dictates that 8hi(i) = 1 so that first-period capital
accumulation can be written as an increasing function of the domestic discount
factor, 8
1/(1 + r). Specifically, i = h(3)with is = -hi/hii > 0. (Since it is
assumed that the initial capital stock is zero, there is no need to add a
superscript to i.)
In each period the government undertakes a certain amount of unproductive
government expenditure,1 gt, and levies taxes in the amount, T'. Like any other
actor in the economy, the government must satisfy a budget constraint. Its
within-period budget constraints are
g =r1'

+
+ h + fand g2 + h(l + r) ?f(

+ r*)

=

2 + (r

-

r*)z, (1)

where h is the real amount of first-period borrowing the government does at
home,f is the amount of borrowing it undertakes on international markets, and
z is the private sector's (restricted) level of international borrowing.
Before proceeding further, it should be noted that the foreign country is
taken to be similar in structure to the domestic economy, except that its
government does not impose capital controls.
THE INDIVIDUAL'S

MAXIMIZATION

PROBLEM

The representative domestic agent's goal is to maximize his lifetime utility
u = u(c1, il, c2, 12) subject to his budget constraint
c1 + i(8) + 3C2

-

Wlil

+ 8W212

+ 8h(i(8)) -

T-

_ X2

(2)

where ct is the agent's period-t consumption. The dual to the agent's choice
problem generates his expenditure function,2
min{c' + Sc2 _ wl1l
E(1, 8, wI, 3w2, u)
-

3w212:u(cl,11,c2, 2) _ u}.

(3)

I The assumption that government expenditure is unproductive is not as restrictive as it may
appear. Without altering any qualitative results the model can easily be extended to allow
government purchases to yield consumption services and production benefits to agents. For
a discussion of the general considerations involved in modelling government expenditure
along these lines see Kimbrough (1984, 1985) and Aschauer and Greenwood (1985). Details
in the presence of capital controls are contained in Greenwood and Kimbrough (1984b).
2 Svensson and Razin (1983) focus on the consumer's expenditure function and employ a similar method of analysis in their study of the impact of shifts in the terms-of-trade on the current account.
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Differentiation of the expenditure function with respect to its first four
arguments yields the following compensated consumption demand and labour
supply functions:
c2 =-c(

1,

(-)

8,

wI,

u)

w2,

(+) (+) (+) (?)

c = c( 1 , 3
,S,
(?) (-)(?)
(?)

u)
(?)

= 11( 1,

3,

W1, 3W2,

U )

2 = 12( 1,

8,

W1,

U).

W2,

The sign under the argument in one of these supply or demand functions shows
the sign of the partial derivative of that function with respect to the argument
in question. In signing the arguments substitutability and normality have been
assumed to prevail.
The representative foreign agent faces an analogous maximization problem.
The dual to the foreign individual's maximization problem generates his
expenditure function, from which his compensated consumption demand and
labour supply functions can be acquired.
WORLD GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM

Equilibrium requires that all markets clear in each period. To begin with, focus
on the domestic economy. The home country's economy-wide budget
constraint is obtained by substituting the government's budget constraints, (1),
into (2). This yields

c ? i + gI + 3C2+ 3g2

=

Wlll + 3W212+ Ah(i)
+ [1 - (6/8*)](Z +f),

(5)

which implies from (3) that in equilibrium
E(1, 8, wI, 3w2, u) + i(8) + g' + 3g2 = 3h[i(3)]
+ [1 - (8/8*)](Z +f).

(6)

Next, note that for the domestic economy the excess of first-period
spending, cl + i + gi over income, will, equals the capital account or the total
amount of foreign borrowing, z + f, implying

b _=z + f

= c1(,

8, wI 3w2, u) + i(8) + gl -_w'11(l, 8, wI, 3w2, u). (7)

Under capital controls the total amount of private sector borrowing, z,
is regulated by the government. Therefore, the overall the capital account,
b
z + f, is a policy variable. Letting b denote the government's target level
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for the capital account and requiring b = b, equation (7) can be thought of as
determining the market discount factor, 8, given the level of domestic welfare,
u, determined by (6). For the sake of argument it is assumed that the
government is limiting the amount of borrowing the domestic economy is
undertaking on the international market and that the home country is currently
a net debtor to the rest of the world (i.e., it is assumed b is positive).
Several important features of capital controls are apparent immediately
from (6) and (7). First, relaxing capital controls and increasing public sector
borrowing from abroad are equivalent policies. This can be seen by noting that
z and f always enter additively in (6) and (7). Thus what matters from the
economy's point of view is not who borrows from abroad but the total amount
of international borrowing the country as a whole undertakes. Second,
Ricardian equivalence between lump sum taxes and foreign borrowing by the
government breaks down under capital controls. This is because by borrowing
from abroad the government can effectively relax the economy's overall foreign
borrowing constraint.3 This is an example of a case discussed by Barro (1974),
where Ricardian equivalence fails to hold because the government is a more
efficient intermediary than the private sector. The only difference is that here
this comparative advantage arises from a policy-induced distortion, whereas in
Barro's discussion a 'natural' cost advantage is involved. Third, for familiar
reasons, Ricardian equivalence continues to hold between lump sum taxes and
domestically issued public debt. Fourth, there is a distinction between
government purchases financed by taxes or domestically issued public debt,
what will be called domestically financed government purchases, and
government purchases financed by foreign issues of public debt. That is, a
switch from domestically to internationally financed government purchases has
real effects. These effects arise because of the role played by public sector
borrowing in relaxing the economy's overall borrowing constraint.
A set of equations similar to (6) and (7) holds for the foreign country:
E*(1, 8*, w*1, S*w*2, u*) + i*(S*) + g*1 + S*g*2 = 5*h*(i*(S*))
(8)
b*-===c*l(1,8*, w*1, 3*w*2, u*) + i*(S*)
+ g* 1 - w*11*1(1,8*, w*1, 3*w*2, u*) = -(z + f),
(9)
where an asterisk being attached to a variable (and later sometimes an equation
number) denotes that its foreign magnitude (equivalent) is being discussed, and
equilibrium in the world bond market implies b* = - (z + f). The difference
between the righthand side of (8) and (6) arises because the foreign country
does not impose capital controls and consequently earns no revenue through
licensing fees.
Equations (6), (7), (8), and (9) determine equilibrium values for 8, u, 8*, and
u*. This allows for the assignment of values to the model's other endogenous
variables, cl, c2, 11,12, i, c*, c*2 1* 1*2,and i*
3 This notion underlies the results in Obstfeld's (1984) example where a devaluation has real
effects under dual exchange rates.
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BOND FINANCED

TAX CUTS

Consider a period-one tax cut by the domestic government which is financed
entirely by floating debt on the international bond market (i.e., let -dT1 = df
= db). This policy is easily seen to be equivalent to easing capital controls,
given the previous irrelevance proposition between private and public sector
foreign borrowing. Under perfect capital mobility this traditional Ricardian
experiment would have no real effects, because domestic agents, realizing the
present value of their tax burden had not changed, would simply use
the proceeds of the current tax cut to purchase the newly issued public debt. As
a result total domestic borrowing would remain unchanged, and world real
interest rates as reflected in 8 = * would be unaffected. As will be seen, with
capital controls in place this Ricardian equivalence result does not hold.
To begin with, (8) and (9) imply that under capital controls the expansion in
the domestic government's international debt is transmitted to the foreign
market discount factor and welfare as follows:
d3*/db = - l/(db*/d8*) < 0

(10)

and
du*/db = -(b/EU*8*)(d8*/db) > 0,

(1 1)

where db*/d3* represents the uncompensated impact of an increase in the
foreign market discount factor, 3*, on foreign borrowing, b*. That is, db*/d3*
cs*1 + w*2c *1 + ij* - w*l(la* l + w*21 *1) - (b/8*)(c w*1 ? yW*l) > 0
where CW
w* /_*l/Eu* are the foreign marginal
cU /Eu* and yW*
propensities to spend on consumption and leisure, with the sign of this
expression following from the assumption that in the foreign country first- and
second-period goods are gross substitutes.
As can be seen, the increase in domestic borrowing requirements on world
markets depresses the foreign market discount factor, 3*, or equivalently exerts
upward pressure on the foreign real interest rate, r*. The extent of the fall in the
foreign market discount factor is regulated by the responsiveness of foreign
borrowing to changes in the foreign market discount factor. The more willing
foreigners are to reduce their borrowing when their market discount factor
falls, that is, the larger db*/d3*, the smaller the required drop in 3*. Under the
maintained hypothesis that the foreign country is a net creditor
(b > 0), an improvement in foreign welfare, u*, results as a consequence of the
domestic government's fiscal action (trivially, if the foreign country were a net
debtor, its welfare would fall). This example illustrates that offsetting the
effects of increased deficit financing by one's trading partner, something many
countries seem concerned with, is not necessarily the same thing as welfare
maximization - here foreign welfare rises, precisely because the increased
budget deficits are allowed to be transmitted internationally.
-

=
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The impact of an increase in the domestic country's international debt on
foreign macro-aggregates can easily be deduced from (4*), (10), and (I1)
to be
dc*l/db = [cs*l + w*2c34)*l - (b/8*)c,*l](d8*/db) < 0
(12)
and

dy*I/db

-

[w*I(/I*l

+ w*2l8,w*l)+ (j/8*)yW*l](d8*/dg) > 0.

(13)

The sign of the above expressions follow from the standard macro-economic
presumption that the substitution effects generated by an intertemporal price
change dominate the income effects. To understand better the considerations
involved here, focus on the response of first-period consumption as shown by
(12). The term c8*1 + w*2c4*l illustrates the negative substitution effect that a
fall in the foreign market discount factor exerts on first-period consumption.
The second term represents the positive wealth effect that a fall in the discount
factor has on first-period consumption. Note that the substitution and wealth
effects operate in opposite directions. Expression (13) can be interpreted in a
similar manner.
The domestic government's bond financed tax cut is accompanied by a rise
in the domestic market discount factor or a fall in the domestic real interest
rate. In particular, from (6) and (7) it follows that
d3/db

=

[1 -(1

- 8/8*)(cw
-

? Yw') I/(db/dS)u
+
(cwI + Yw )/(db/d8)uI(d8*/db) > 0,

(14)

- -w'lu'/Eu, and (db/d8)u represents the
where cw'
c)l/Eu and yw'
compensatedeffect of an increase in the domestic market discount factor, 8, on
domestic international borrowing, b, so that (db/dS)u c3'l + w2c'wI + is wI (/,I + w2l3,w)> 0. With capital controls in place, pure domestic debt is a
nontraded good and thus there is no income effect on domestic borrowing
associated with a change in the domestic market discount factor. The domestic
interest rate falls for two reasons. First, the effective loosening of capital
controls increases the net supply of loanable funds to the domestic economy
(the first term in (14) ).4 Second, the negative wealth effect associated with the
rise in the world real interest rate dampens the domestic demand for current
borrowing (the second term).
A key result here, which can be seen from (10) and (14) is the negative
comovement between domestic and foreign real interest rates. The possibility
of negative comovements in interest rates is a salient characteristic of capital

4 The numerator of this term can be written as I -[(Cwl
+ Yw1)(I -(8/8*))
I=
1 - (CW + ywl)[ (r - r*)/(l + r) ], where (r -r*)/(l
+ r) is the wealth increase associated with relaxing capital controls. Easing capital controls by a unit increases the supply of
current goods available domestically by the additional unit that can be borrowed internationally, while it increases spending on current goods by cwl + YwI times the resulting increase in wealth. Thus, I - (Cwl + Yw )[ (r - r*)/(l + r) ] is the excess supply of goods at
the initial real interest rate that results from loosening capital controls.
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controls. In a world economy with fully integrated capital markets, interest
rates in national economies move in unison. This harmony in interest rate
movements induces qualitatively similar intertemporal substitution effects
across countries, and thus serves to generate positive comovements of national
macro-economic aggregates. In contrast, even with fully integrated capital
markets the wealth effects associated with interest rate changes operate to
offset the tendency toward positive correlation of macro-aggregates arising
from intertemporal substitution effects. For instance, a shock triggering a rise
in world interest rates benefits creditor countries but hinders debtor ones.
However, given the presumption that an intertemporal price change's
substitution effect dominates its wealth effect, positive comovement in
macro-economic aggregates across countries occurs. (See appendix A for a more
formal analysis of the perfect capital mobility case.) In the presence of capital
controls, however, just the opposite is true. The negative international
transmission of intertemporal relative price changes tends, via both intertemporal substitution effects and wealth effects, to generate negative comovement in
macro-economic aggregates.
The change in domestic welfare can be calculated from (6) to be

du/db = ((1 - 8/8*) + [3g/(8*)21(d8*/dg) }/Eu

0.

(15)

The first term in braces on the right-hand side of the above expression
illustrates the improvement in home welfare arising from the effective
loosening of capital controls. As an aid to understanding this term, consider the
following experiment. Suppose that the domestic government lets the agent
increase his first-period consumption by a unit via borrowing on the
international financial market. The unit increase in current consumption must
be met by a 1/8* unit reduction in second-period consumption so that the loan
can be repaid. The agent values a unit of second-period consumption as being
worth 8 units of first-period consumption, however, so the net gain measured in
terms of current consumption 1 - 8/8* = (r - r*)/(1 + r). Finally, the
second term in braces represents the drop in welfare due to the deterioration in
the intertemporal terms of trade.
These results can be further elaborated on by relating them to the standard
optimum tariff criterion. The above expression can be rewritten by using (10),
and the fact that b = -b*, as
- (b*/8*)(d8*/db*) ] }8IEu
du/db = {(1/8) -(1/8*)[l
([ (8*/3) - 1] + (b*/8*)(d8*/db*) }(8/8*Eu) < 0.
-

(16)

The term 1/8 is the marginal valuation (in terms of future goods) of additional borrowing while (1/8*)[l - (b*/8*)(d8*/db*) ] is the marginal cost of
such borrowing. When financial flows are optimally restricted under capital
controls, these two margins are equalized. In such a case the implicit tax being
exacted by capital controls on borrowing from foreign sources, (8*/3) - 1, is
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set equal to the reciprocal of the elasticity of the foreign offer curve,
-(b*/8*)(d3*/db*). Note that 1 + r = (1 + [(3*/8) - 1] }(l + r*), so that
(8*/3) - 1 can be thought of as the effective tax being levied on the foreign
gross interest rate. This is of course a standard optimum tariff type result.5
Hence domestic welfare improves or deteriorates with a switch in government
financing from domestic to foreign sources as the tax equivalent of capital
controls is above or below the optimum level.
The implications of the switch in government financing for domestic
macro-economic aggregates can be derived by using (14) and (16) along with
the domestic consumption demand and labour supply functions. Without
formally deriving these results, note that this sort of policy may lead to the
negative comovement in macro-economic aggregates that Morgenstern (1959)
documented for the interwar years. As an example, suppose that the tax
equivalent of domestic capital controls is above the optimum level so that the
financing change improves domestic welfare. In this case both substitution and
wealth effects work to expand domestic consumption and investment while
output and employment contract. All these movements are in the opposite
direction from those of their foreign counterparts. That is, in such
circumstances negative international comovements in real interest rates and
macro-economic aggregates arise.6 Yet another insight this example highlights
is the possibility that in an open economy with capital controls deficit
financing, of the international variety, may be contractionary in the sense of
reducing output and employment. These results run counter to those usually
attributed to deficit financing in closed economies where output and
employment are demand determined and government bonds are viewed as net
wealth.
DOMESTICALLY

FINANCED

GOVERNMENT

PURCHASES

The impact of a temporary increase in current government expenditure, g,
which is financed from domestic sources - some combination of lump sum
taxation and domestic bond financing - is the subject of this section of the
paper. It is readily apparent from (8) and (9) that capital controls prevent
the international transmission of a domestic expansion financed entirely from
home sources. This occurs because the foreign country's only link with the
domestic economy is through the current account which, under capital
controls, is a regulated quantity.
5 From equations (8), (9) and the definition of db*/dS* it is easy to deduce that both 8* and
db*/d8* are functions of b and the exogenous levels of foreign govemment purchases, g*l
and g*2 Similarly, from (6) and (7) it can be seen that 8 is a function of b and the exogenous levels of domestic government purchases, g1 and g2. Consequently, it follows that by
manipulating the target level of the capital account, b, the government can effectively set
I = -(b*/8*)(dS*/db*) as required by the optimum tariff rule.
8*/86 Of course, these results could also hold if the tax equivalent of capital controls was below
but sufficiently close to the optimum level so that substitution effects dominate wealth
effects.
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From (6) and (7) it is easy to deduce the effects of a temporary shift in
current government expenditure on domestic welfare, u, and the domestic
market discount factor, 3. Specifically, it can be shown that
du/dg'
and
dIdg

=

-1/EU < 0

=

-(1

-CwI

(17)
-

Yw1)/(db/d3)u < 0.

(18)

As can be seen, welfare deteriorates while the domestic market discount factor
(real interest) falls (rises). Next, it is readily apparenit from (4) that current
consumption, cl, and employment, 11, expand in response to the temporary
upward shift in government expenditure. In particular, it follows that
dc'/dg'

=

c31(di/dg')

dl'/dg'

=

l8'(dA/dg') + l)(du/dg')

+ cu'(du/dg')

< 0,

> 0.

Note that the wealth effect associated with the increased government
expenditure, and the substitution effect arising from the change in the real
interest rate both work to curtail current consumption and stimulate current
work effort. These results are identical to those which would obtain in a closed
economy. (An analysis, in a similar model, of the closed economy effects of
fiscal shocks is contained in Aschauer and Greenwood, 1985.) This is not
surprising, since capital controls have effectively cut off the channel through
which domestic impulses are transmitted to the foreign economy.
It is interesting briefly to compare the above results with those that would
result if the domestic government taxed international capital flows rather than
quantitatively restricting them. In particular, suppose that the domestic
government imposes an ad valorem surcharge 0 on the interest and principal
payable on loans from abroad. In this case domestic and foreign gross real
interest rates would be linked by the relationship (1 + r) = (1 + 0)(1 + r*) or,
equivalently, (1 + 0)8 = 3*. It is easy to show (see appendix A for a formal
analysis) that a transitory increase in current domestic government expenditure
now drives up both domestic and foreign real interest rates. This induces
intertemporal substitution effects which curtail first-period consumption and
stimulate current output in both countries. As in the perfect capital mobility
case (i.e., when 0 = 0), intertemporal substitution effects generate positive
cross-country covariation in macro-aggregates. For the foreign country the rise
in its real interest rate has a positive wealth effect, since it was assumed to be a
net international creditor. This tends to stimulate its current consumption of
goods and leisure. The effect on the domestic economy's welfare is ambiguous.
On the one hand, the temporary rise in current domestic non-productive
government expenditure reduces welfare. On the other hand, the induced
increases in the domestic country's international borrowing improves welfare
when the tax rate, 0, exceeds the level dictated by the optimum tariff criterion.
(Again, see appendix A for formal details.) For the perfect capital mobility case,
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or more generally when 9 < --(b*/8*)/(db*/d8*), domestic welfare unambiguously falls on both accounts. This causes a further drop in current
consumption and a rise in labour supply.
Whether domestic macro-economic aggregates are more or less (in absolute
terms) responsive to government spending shocks under capital controls vis-a-vis fully intergrated capital markets is unclear. Since capital controls
prevent incipient excess demands for or supplies of goods from being
transmitted to world markets, the domestic real interest rate responds more
strongly to temporary changes in government purchases than it would in a fully
integrated world economy. As a result, capital controls tend to magnify the
impact of temporary changes in government purchases by strengthening
intertemporal substitution effects. Running counter to this, however, is the fact
that capital controls eliminate the deleterious wealth effect associated with the
rise in the world real interest rates connected with the increased domestic
government purchases. Hence the wealth effects associated with shifts in the
intertemporal terms of trade are dampened by capital controls.
INTERNATIONALLY

FINANCED

CHANGES IN GOVERNMENT

PURCHASES

Suppose that instead of financing the temporary increase in government
purchases domestically the home country decides to tap the world capital
market (db = dgl). As can be seen from (8) and (9), this method of financing
causes the domestic fiscal action to be transmitted internationally. In fact, the
impact on the foreign country is again given by equations (10) to (13). This
emphasizes an important difference in the international transmission process
created by capital controls: with fully integrated capital markets financing
decisions are irrelevant for the international transmission of fiscal policy. The
crucial element is the type (anticipated or unanticipated, permanent or
temporary) and magnitude of shifts in government purchases. Capital controls,
however, turn things upside down. The crucial element for international
transmission under capital controls is the method of financing; the type and
magnitude of government purchases is largely irrelevant.
Comparing the international transmission of economic activity in the
current case with what would obtain in a fully integrated world economy (see
appendix A), it can be seen that the qualitative response of foreign variables to
temporary changes in domestic government purchases is the same. Further
investigation reveals, however, that under capital controls foreign real interest
rates are more sensitive to internationally financed temporary changes in
domestic government purchases, and hence foreign macro-economic aggregates
will experience larger fiscal-induced fluctuations under capital controls?7
7 From equation (A5) it can be seen that when 0 =0 , dS*/dgl = -[I - cwl
[ (db/dS)u + (b/8*)(CWI + Yw1) + (db*/dS*) ], while with capital controls

- Yw ]/

dS*/dgl = - I /(db*/d*). The statement made in the text follows from the fact
(db/dS)u + (b/8*)(cwI + Ywt) + (db*/dS*) > db*/dS*, at least when the unconstrained b is
in the neighbourhood of h.
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Overall then, domestic fiscal induced fluctuations in the foreign economy may
be magnified or mitigated when capital controls are enacted by the home
country, depending upon whether the fiscal actions are financed from domestic
or international sources. The larger the share of domestic government
purchases that (at the margin) is financed internationally, the more likely it is
that the presence of capital controls will produce larger fluctuations in foreign
macro-economic aggregates in response to domestic government purchase
shifts.
In assessing the domestic impact of temporary increases in government
purchases financed by international sales of public debt, it is useful to realize
that such a policy is equivalent to a domestically financed increase in
government purchases plus a switch from domestic to international financing.
Therefore, domestic behaviour can be found by simply adding the results
uncovered in the previous two sections. From (16) and (17) it is apparent that
domestic welfare may rise or fall, although the former is a possibility only if the
tax equivalent of capital controls is above the optimum level. It can also be
shown that the domestic real interest rate falls. Since foreign real interest rates
rise, internationally financed shifts in domestic government purchases under
capital controls are characterized by negatively associated real interest rate
movements.
To see that the domestic real interest rate does indeed fall, combine (14) and
(18) to obtain
(d3/dgl)db=dgi =
X [1 -(8/8*)

c( -CW'

] }/(db/d3)

(8/8*)(CW

-

+ (1 - (cw' + YW')
y,1)/(db/d8)u
-[ (CW + yWl)8b/(8*)2(db/d8),](d8*/db)

+ YW')/(db/d3)

- [(CW'

+ yWl)8b/(8*)2(db/d8)jI

x (d

Ad) > .

(I19)

There are three forces at work here. First, the temporary increase
in government purchases works to raise the domestic real interest rate by
-(1 - cw - YW')/(adb/d8) as it would in a closed economy. Second, the
effective easing of capital controls due to the international financing of
government purchases works to reduce the domestic real interest rate. Third,
the rise in the foreign real interest rate is negatively transmitted to the home
country. Note that the algebra indicates that the implicit easing of capital
controls dominates the tendency for increased government purchases to raise
the real interest rate. That is, international transmission aside, the domestic real
interest rate tends to fall. The intuition underlying this result is readily
apparent. Focusing on the second line of (19), the term 8/8* is the discounted
value of the future debt repayment obligations the economy incurs on (each
unit of) its extra foreign borrowing. Smoothing behaviour by the private sector
implies that a portion of these obligations, cwl + Yw1, will be financed by
reducing current consumption and increasing current output (i.e., reducing
current leisure). Thus there is an excess supply of goods which much be
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eliminated by a fall in the domestic real interest rate. (From the first to the
second line of (19), the 1 - cwl - Yw terms cancel; because, after adjusting
for wealth effects, the additional resources made available by the increased
foreign borrowing just match the extra resources demanded due to the
additional government purchases.)
Finally, as a general matter it is unclear whether internationally financed
temporary increases in government will have (in absolute value terms) a
stronger impact on domestic macro-economic aggregates under capital controls
or under fully integrated capital markets. The details of the argument follow
directly from splicing together the results of the previous two sections. After
doing this it appears ambiguous what effect imposing capital controls will have
on the overall fluctuations in the domestic economy emanating from shifts in
domestic fiscal policy. Notice, however, that if intertemporal substitution
effects are strong enough it is again possible to observe negative rather than
positive fiscal induced comovements in macro-economic aggregates.
CAPITAL CONTROLS AND FOREIGN FISCAL POLICY

So far the focus has been on the international transmission of fiscal policies
from a country with capital controls to the rest of the world. It is also of
interest to know how fiscal policies enacted by the rest of the world are
transmitted to a country with capital controls. As a backdrop for the
comparisons that follow, note that with fully intergrated capital markets a
temporary increase in foreign government purchases raises the world real
interest rate. Home welfare therefore falls, and it follows immediately that since
substitution and wealth effects work in the same direction, domestic output
and employment expand while consumption and investment contract. Foreign
welfare may move in either direction, but as long as substitution effects
dominate wealth effects, foreign macro-economic aggregates will be positively
correlated with their domestic counterparts. (The details of the argument can
be found in appendix A.)
Under capital controls it is straightforward to show that
-

- yw*l)/(db*/d8*)

< 0

dS*Idg*l

-(1

du*/dg*'

-((11/E *)

dc*l/dg*'

[c8*' + w*2c*

dy*l/dg*l

[W*1(18*1+ w*2lo *I) + (b/8*)yW*l](d8*/dg*l)

cw-

[b/(Eu*8*) ](d8*/dg*l) < 0,
-

(b//*)cW*l](d8*/dg*l)

- c w*1 < 0,
+ YW*l > 0.

These results are qualitatively the same as in the absence of capital controls.
A more detailed comparison of the above results with those arising in the
perfect capital mobility case reveals that there is a proclivity for a temporary
increase in foreign government purchases to raise world real interest rates more
under capital controls because none of the excess demand for goods can be
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transmitted to the home country.8 Therefore, under capital controls foreign
macro-economic aggregates may undergo wider swings in response to foreign fiscal shocks than they would with fully integrated capital markets.
Combining this with the earlier discussion of the international transmission of
domestic fiscal policy, it follows that the imposition of capital controls by the
home country may result in more pronounced overall fiscal induced
fluctuations in foreign macro-economic aggregates. This possibility reflects the
fact that the imposition of capital controls severely curtails trading opportunities - there is thus a tendency for disturbances to have more pronounced
effects under capital controls because there is less spillover to world markets.
Turning to the domestic economy, it can be seen from (6) and (7) that the
domestic real interest rate falls and hence home welfare deteriorates:
d3/dg*l = du/dg*l

-

[ (cm' + y,')/(db/d3)j][

(3b/(3*)2)(d3*/dg*l) ] > 0

[8b1/Eu(3*)2](d3*/dg*l)< 0.

(20)
(21)

Again, real interest rate movements are negatively correlated under capital
controls, at least under the maintained hypothesis that the home country is a
net debtor on international capital markets. As can be seen, the transmission of
the foreign fiscal shock to the domestic economy operates entirely through a
wealth effects channel. It appears then that under capital controls wealth
effects are more central to the transmission of foreign impulses to the domestic
economy. This is because quantitative restrictions on international capital
flows sever any direct link between domestic and foreign real interest rates. The
increased importance of wealth effects in the international transmission of
relative price changes is a general feature of trade under quantitative
restrictions. An example concerning intratemporal relative prices can be found
in Greenwood and Kimbrough (1984a), where it is shown that terms of trade
fluctuations are transmitted negatively, via an income effect route, to countries
with foreign exchange controls.
Also note that the induced substitution and wealth effects implied by (20)
and (21) necessarily run counter to each other. This need not be the case when
there is perfect capital mobility. For instance, when the domestic country is a
net debtor, a temporary increase in current foreign government purchases
induces wealth and substitution effects that reinforce each other. Additionally,
by choosing a target level of zero for international borrowing, the domestic
government could insulate the economy completely from foreign shocks. The
potential insulation from foreign shocks afforded by capital controls, is, of
course, one reason why they are so prevalent. Insulating an economy from
foreign shocks does not necessarily correspond to maximizing welfare though.
As has been shown, the level of the capital account, b, which maximizes the
domestic economy's welfare is dictated by the standard optimum tariff criteria
(assuming the absence of retaliation from the rest of the world). For a small
8 The formal argument is essentially the same as in fn. 7.
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open economy without distortions free trade in capital is thus superior to
restricted trade. Thus the level of the capital account which affords the most
insulative power from foreign macro-economic fluctuations for a country does
not generally coincide with the level that maximizes its welfare. The upshot of
this discussion is that it appears to be reasonable to conjecture that capital
controls mute the effect of foreign fiscal shocks on domestic consumption,
output, and other macro-aggregates.
Since substitution and wealth effects run counter to one another, without
restricting preferences the qualitative nature of domestic consumption,
employment, and output movements cannot be pinned down. However, if
preferences are assumed to be time separable, an assumption often employed in
closed and open economy dynamic models, it can be shown that (the results for
cl are worked out in detail in appendix B)
dcl /dg*' = [cw i,8b1/(8*)2(db/d3),](d3*/dg*I) < 0,
> 0.
Domestic consumption, employment, and output thus respond to foreign fiscal
policy under capital controls much as they do in a fully integrated world
economy. Hence under capital controls, when the home country is a net debtor,
positive international comovements in output, employment, and consumption
(but not investment) continue to occur in response to foreign fiscal shocks.
Negative association between the countries' macro-aggregates will occur,
however, when the domestic economy is a net creditor. So once again, with
capital controls in place it is possible to observe negative transmission of
shocks between countries.
The above example highlights the importance of physical investment in the
model. Somewhat surprisingly, with time separable preferences if investment is
not included in the model, temporary foreign government spending shocks
have no impact on the domestic country's current consumption or output. (To
see this set is = 0 in the above two equations.) When the foreign real interest
rate rises, so does the domestic economy's second-period real interest payments
on its foreign debt. With time separable preferences, the absence of domestic
physical capital accumulation, and a regulated capital account, there is no
intertemporal channel to allow for the smoothing of shocks over the first and
second periods. Therefore, the burden of the rise in foreign real interest rates is
absorbed entirely by second-period consumption and output. This restrictive
nature of time separable preferences has been discussed in detail by Barro and

dy /dg*I =

-[ Y w1i4b1/(8*)2(db/d8),](d8*/dg* I)

King (19R4.9
9 There is of course no reason to believe that preferences are indeed time separable. This type
of preference structure, while analytically convenient, has been criticized on the grounds that
it restricts the amount of intertemporal substitution of consumption and leisure that can occur in response to relative price changes - again, see Barro and King (1984). Throughout
the paper the role of intertemporal substitution effects has been stressed, and the assumption
of time separable preference was not imposed. The assumption of time separable preferences
is employed in the current example to stress the role of domestic investment in smoothing
consumption and leisure across time in an economy with capital controls.
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With the inclusion of physical capital in the model, the fall in the domestic
real interest rate promotes an increase in first-period capital accumulation.
This rise in capital accumulation is financed domestically by a fall in current
consumption and an increase in current labour effort. The larger amount of
current investment is then used to buffer the fall in second-period consumption
and the required increase in that period's labour effort. Hence with capital
controls in place, changes in domestic physical capital accumulation tend to
play an important role in smoothing the impact of various shocks over time.
CONCLUSIONS

An examination of the effects of capital controls was conducted using a
small-scale choice-theoretic general equilibrium model of the world economy.
The effects of fiscal policy in such an environment were investigated by
studying the responsiveness of the world economy to various types of fiscal
shocks emanating both at home and abroad and comparing them with the
fluctuations that would arise in the absence of quantitative restrictions on
international financial transactions. To date not much work has been
undertaken in international finance on the nature of capital or other controls.
Hence the findings in this paper should be viewed as preliminary in nature.
Some tentative conclusions are as follows:
1. In countries with capital controls Ricardian equivalence holds between taxes
and domestically issued public debt but not between taxes and internationally issued public debt. This reflects the fact that sales of public debt on the
world market represent an effective loosening of capital controls.
2. Consequently the method of financing government purchases, which is
largely irrelevant for the international transmission process when capital
markets are fully integrated, becomes a crucial element when we consider
the international transmission of fiscal policies undertaken by countries with
capital controls.
3. In the absence of capital controls intertemporal substitution effects tend to
generate positive international comovements in macro-economic aggregates
such as output, employment, consumption, and investment, while the wealth
effects associated with intertemporal terms of trade changes create a
tendency for negative comovements. If these wealth effects are not large (in
a sense defined precisely in appendix A), fluctuations in macro-economic
aggregates will be positively correlated across countries when capital
markets are fully intergrated. In contrast, capital controls sever the direct
link between nation's real interest rates. In fact, as was shown, capital
controls may lead to negatively correlated real interest rate movements. As a
result, their imposition can generate intertemporal substitution effects
working towards negative comovement in macro-economic aggregates. Also,
for a country imposing capital controls the wealth effect associated with
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world interest rate changes has a more important role in transmitting the
impact of such shifts to the economy.
4. Instituting a system of capital controls can help to insulate a country from
fiscal induced fluctuations originating from abroad but has ambiguous
implications for the size of fiscal induced fluctuations of domestic origin. It
should be remembered that insulating an economy, does not necessarily
coincide with maximizing its welfare. Countries allowing free capital flows
may find fiscal induced fluctuations in their macro-economic aggregates
more pronounced when their trading partners impose capital controls.
It should be borne in mind that these results apply not only to countries
operating a formal system of capital controls but to others interfering with
capital flows as well. For instance, the results also apply to countries that tax
international capital flows in order to attain a target capital account. Unless
tax rates are actively managed to attain quantitative targets, however, taxing
capital flows will have more in common with a system of integrated capital
markets than with a system of capital controls. As was discussed, this is
because taxes on capital flows drive a wedge between domestic and world real
interest rates but leave the link between them intact. Capital controls, on the
other hand, sever this link so that capital markets take on the characteristics of
markets for non-traded goods. Therefore, real interest rate movements remain
positively correlated when capital flows are taxed but can become negatively
correlated when capital controls are put in place. In addition to systems of
taxes on capital flows aimed at a target capital account, dual exchange rate
systems also have the same implications for the international transmission
process as capital controls. This follows from the fact that dual exchange rates
can be demonstrated to be equivalent to capital controls (see Adams and
Greenwood, 1985). In the light of the fact that roughly three-quarters of the
world's countries have capital controls, and many more tax capital flows or
operate dual exchange rate systems, the results outlined in this paper should
have widespread applicability in interpreting international comovements in real
interest rates, output, employment, consumption, and investment.
One possibly troubling implication of the results presented here is that in the
absence of capital controls there should apparently be no international concern
about the methods a country uses to finance its government purchases; the only
concern should be with the overall level and timing of these purchases. At the
root of this result is the fact that with free capital flows Ricardian equivalence
holds. When Ricardian equivalence is broken, the international transmission of
budget deficits, per se, becomes an important issue, as is highlighted by Frenkel
and Razin (1985b). In their work an overlapping generations model where
agents without a bequest motive die stochastically is employed. The fact that
individuals' lifetimes are uncertain results in private borrowing and lending
activity's being undertaken at effective interest rates which reflect the
probability of dying. The government, being immortal, borrows and lends at
risk-free interest rates. The divergence between private and public interest rates
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violates the assumptions necessary to ensure the Ricardian equivalence
theorem holds.
An alternative departure from the Ricardian framework would be to assume
that revenues must be raised by distortional income taxes. Here the
government's financing decisions matter, since the timing of taxes has
important real effects.'U If the government raises its revenue in a manner that
maximizes national welfare, the time profile of income taxes will be dictated by
a Ramsey tax rule. The general outcome is that taxes should be smoothed over
time so as to minimize the deadweight burden of taxation, a point Barro (1979)
has emphasized. This would yield an optimal profile for the public debt and a
richer analysis for the international transmission of fiscal policy. Finally,
countries might have special concerns about increased budget deficits in the
nations they trade with in as much as they may be associated with unusually
large levels of government purchases (perhaps because a scaling down of future
government activity is expected). This is one possible area for future research
on the international transmission of fiscal policy.
APPENDIX

A

Suppose that instead of imposing capital controls the domestic government
levies an ad valorem surcharge in the amount 0 on the principal and interest
payable on international borrowing by domestic residents. Here the domestic
and foreign market discount factors will be related by the formula 8 = S*/
(1 + 0). The world's general equilibrium is now completely described by the
following four equations which implicitly define solutions for u, 8, u*, and
3*:
? i(3) ? g ? 3g2 = 3h(i(3)) + (0/(1 + 0))
X [cl(1, 8, w1, 3w2, u) + i(8) + g1 -_wl1(1, 3, w1, 3w2, u)]
E*(1, 8*, w*1, 3*w*2, u*) + i*(3*) + g*I + 3*g*2 = 3*h*(i*(3*))

E(l

83 w, 3w2 u)

c1(1, 8,

w1, 3w2, u)

0).

(A2)

+ i(8) + gI + c*I(1, 8*, w*1, 3*w*2, u*) + i*(3*)

+ g*I = w111(1, 8, Wl, 3W2, u) + w*l*I(1,

8 = 3*/(1 +

(Al)

8*, W*I, 3*W*2,

u*)

(A3)

(A4)

Consider the impact on the world economy of a temporary increase in
first-period domestic government expenditure, g1. By undertaking the required
comparative statics exercise on the system of equations (Al) to (A4) one
obtains

10 Recent discussions along these lines in an open economy context include Razin and Svensson (1983) and Kimbrough (1984).
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d

=

-

-(1

Cw

-Yw

+ [1 -(0/(1
d3/dg' = [1/(1

I-

)/{[(db/d8)u

+ (b/8*)(Cw + yw)I/(1

+ 8) )(cw' + yw') ](db*/d3*) } < 0

0)](d8*/dgl) < 0

-

-

(b/8*)/Eu*](d8*/dgl) > 0

(A5)
(A6)

du/dg' = -{ 1 + [9 + (8*/b*)/(db*/d8*) ](d8*/dgl) }Eu < 0
du*/dgl

? 6)

(recall b > 0),

(A7)
(A8)

where the sign of the denominator in (AS) follows from the assumption that in
both the domestic and foreign countries current and future goods are gross
db/dS* > 0
substitutes; that is, [(db/d3)u ? (b/8*)(cwl + Y,1) ]/(1 + 0)
and db*/d3* > 0. The results for the perfect capital mobility case are easily
0. This case is considered
obtained from.the above expressions by setting 0
from here on.
Finally, the effects of the temporary change in domestic government
expenditure on cl, y1, c*l and y*l are
dcl/dg1 = (CSI+ w2cSw1)(d8/dg1)+ cul(du/dgl) < 0,
dyl/dgl
dc*I/dgl

= w1(l11 + w2l8w1)(d8/dg1) + w1lul(du/dgl) > 0O
-

[(C*I

+ w*2cw*l)

-

(b/8*)cW*l](d8*/dgl)

< 0,

and
[w*l(l8*l + w*2law*l) + (b/8*)yW*I](d8*/dgI) > 0.

dy*l/dgl

Note that under the maintained hypothesis that the domestic country is a
net debtor on world markets, both substitution and income effects work to
decrease home current consumption and increase output. For the foreign
country the substitution effects also operate to curtail current consumption and
stimulate output, but the wealth effect works in the opposite direction.
Following the standard macro-economic presumption, it is assumed that an
intertemporal price change's substitution effect dominates its income effect.
Therefore, current consumption falls and output rises in both countries, and
positive comovement in macro-economic aggregates occurs. Trivially, the
effects of a temporary increase in foreign government expenditure on
macro-aggregates and real interest rates can be deduced by permuting the
superscripts in equations (A5)-(A8). A more complete discussion of the perfect
capital mobility case is continued in Greenwood and Kimbrough (1984b); see
also Frenkel and Razin (1985a).
APPENDIX

B

From the domestic consumption function it follows immediately that
dcl/dg*I

= (ca1 ? w2cwlw)(d8/dg*1) + cul(du/dg*1).
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After substituting (20) and (21) into this expression, it can be seen that
dCl/dg*l

=

-[

(cS1 + w2cSwl)(cwI + YW1)- Cw'(db/d8)jI
1).

X [3b/(3*)2(db/d3)u](d3*/dg*

Since (db/d3)u = c?l + w2c2C i+
dc'/dg*

=

I{yw((csI+

w2c1

w1(l8 + w2l1wl), this reduces to

-

)

WI[is

-

w1(l

+ W2lWI)]

}

X [8b/(8*)2(db/d8)u](d8*/dg*1).
However, when preferences are time separable, - cs /w1l/ = cwl/Y WI
- Cstv1/wlcW&as shown by Barro and King (1984). Therefore, yw (cS1 +
w csw )+ cw w (a18 + w2law1)= 0, and the preceding expression reduces to
dc1/dg*I =

[cw1 i83b/(8*)2(db/d8)u](d8*/dg*

) <

0,

as was to be shown.
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